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Abstract
This study explores how various constraints on a computer agent’s memory and recall capacities
affect how it performs a simple reinforcement learning task: the card-matching memory game
“Concentration”. Existing computer agents can solve this task easily, but humans struggle with
it, even though its rules and objectives are simple. Why is this the case? We identify specific
human memory limitations that may be at play: decaying of memories over time and
remembering broad characteristics of card locations and faces while forgetting card specifics.
Through building and testing a reinforcement learning agent with these human-like memory
constraints, we find that they each lead to humanlike restrictions on agent performance. This
work contributes to questions of comparison between computer and human memory capabilities,
to questions of designing memory-augmented reinforcement learning systems, and to questions
of aids for humans during memory-intensive tasks.
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1 Introduction
Today’s artificial intelligence (AI) systems complete remarkable feats such as beating worldchampions in games like Chess (Campbell et al., 2002) and Go (Silver et al., 2016, 2017). Are
these systems, often thought of as “superhuman”, performing the same tasks as humans? On one
level, yes – these systems choose sequences of game moves that lead to successful outcomes. On
another level however, they are not – these systems rely on processes of numerical statistical
learning that are quite different from those on which humans rely. Humans categorize,
generalize, group things together, and estimate. These critically useful processes, while
sometimes producing side-effects such as the confusion of similar items, support our flexible
learning and problem-solving abilities and are foundational building blocks of our intelligence.
One area where human and machine learning processes align surprisingly well, however,
is the area of reinforcement learning (RL). Neural circuits within the basal ganglia brain structure
have been shown to perform reward-based learning computations, for example (Montague,
Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996). The mammalian reinforcement learning system has been an object
of lively study in the neurosciences and the development of increasingly advanced RL programs
has been a fruitful objective in the computer sciences. In fact, many of today’s “superhuman” AI
systems are at their core RL systems. Still, one thing that strongly separates the way that AI and
humans operate is the form of memory that they utilize. Computers have the capacity to rapidly
store vast amounts of perfectly stable information in exact detail.
Whenever we study a task involving memory, we may see a discrepancy between
computers and humans because the type of memory one has access to can change the structure of
a task. Interestingly, even though human memory systems appear so much less reliable than
those of computers, we possess greater problem-solving abilities in the general case. This is
likely due in part to our more effective integration of individual memories into our decision
processes. Canonical reinforcement learning agents are, after all, formulated for environments
satisfying the Markov assumption – that the future is independent of the past (Sutton & Barto,
2018). In these environments where future events only depend on the current state, the only form
of memory necessary is a learned policy of which action to take in each state. Others have
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identified many potential benefits of building RL algorithms that make use of more humanlike
memory systems: faster estimation of complex value functions, learning with less data, and
connecting actions to distant rewards (Gershman & Daw, 2017).
One task that is well-suited for the study of memory-based behaviors in computer
reinforcement learning systems is the card-matching memory game “Concentration” (known by
some under the name “Memory”). In this game, pairs of cards are shuffled and placed facedown. Players flip two cards in sequence, then remove them from the game if matching.
Otherwise, the cards are flipped back to face-down and the process repeats. The objective is to
remove all the cards from the game by choosing all of the matching card pairs.
Figure 1 features an existing presentation of a memory-augmented reinforcement learner
that reaches near-optimal performance on the Concentration task (Loynd et al., 2018). The game
of Concentration is interesting when considering humans as well, as it highlights how limited our
memory systems are in certain regards. The fact that such a game even exists indicates that our
memories are limited (otherwise, there would be little room for difficulty and competition). The
sorts of human memory constraints at play in the game of Concentration are described in section
2. (Practically, we rarely notice our human memory limitations because we effectively make use
of external memory aids like pencils & paper.)
What is it about computer agents versus unaided humans that makes the game of
Concentration easy for a computer but difficult for a human? Why do humans struggle with
simple yet memory-intensive tasks? In this project, we study the game of Concentration in light
of principles of human memory retrieval. We evaluate an RL agent that solves a more human
version of the task (how to play under humanlike memory constraints).
The Masked Experience Memory (MEM) RL agent from (Loynd et al., 2018) makes use
of an external memory store of previous game state observations. At each step in the game, a
perfect memory of a previous observation is selected from this external store. The MEM RL
agent uses a learnable “mask weight vector.” This vector weights specific portions of the current
observation vector for use as a key for content-addressable memory lookup (based on closest
squared Euclidean distance). The retrieved memory vector is then concatenated with the current
observation for use in action selection. The external store has the capacity for 50 memories that
are loaded and dropped in a first-in-first-out manner.
5

Loynd et al.’s version of the Concentration task differs from the one used in this study
(see section 3.1) in that it is more complex. Their implementation features a 3x3 grid on which 8
cards are arranged. The agent must walk from card to card and choose whether to flip the card
beneath it. The MEM RL agent learns a near-optimal policy for this complex Concentration
game task. See Figure 1 for the agent’s architecture and performance results.
The MEM RL algorithm is impressive as an agent that successfully learns to use relevant
recordings of past game state observations to make near-optimal gameplay choices. The game in
which MEM RL excels, however, is not the same game that humans play. The MEM RL agent
retains memories in perfect detail whereas humans on their own do not have access to such a
high-fidelity information tracking system. We study the performance of a reinforcement learning
agent on the more human task of playing the Concentration game under specific humanlike
memory constraints to test whether these specific constraints may constitute principles of why
humans struggle with simple yet memory-intensive tasks.
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Figure 1: Reproduced from (Loynd et al., 2018) – The MEM RL agent architecture and its
results on their Concentration task: The structure of the Masked Experience Memory (MEM)
RL agent is shown on the left. This agent uses a learnable “mask weight vector” to select a
specific portion of the current observation vector to use as a key for content-addressable memory
lookup. The performance of this agent as compared to other agent types they tested is plotted on
the right. The MEM RL agent learned a near-optimal action policy.

2 Identification of Humanlike Constraints
To identify humanlike memory constraints strongly impacting Concentration gameplay, a human
test with 100 playing cards (50 card pairs) was conducted. Encountered difficulty patterns were
recorded and subsequently grouped into three apparent categories (limitations associated with
time, card locations, and card features). Each category was summarized to form the descriptions
of the three main humanlike memory constraints that we identified (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Concentration task human memory constraints summary
Type
Temporal limitations

Spatial limitations

Category match/mismatch
limitations

Encountered difficulties
- Cards seen more recently
are easier to remember.
- Perceived time since a
matching card was last seen
can inform where on the
board to search for it.
- Card regions are
remembered better than
individual spaces.
- After looking over cards in
a certain area many times one
gets a hazy idea of what sorts
of cards are there.
- It is easier to match cards in
geographically distinct areas edges, corners, next to gaps,
etc.
- Sometimes partially
matching cards are flipped
when a full match was
expected.
- Specific cards like the ace
of spades with unique
artwork are easier to match.

Summary
Recently seen cards are easier
to remember.

Spatial resolution of recall is
on the order of region rather
than individual card.

Finding partially matching
card pairs is a common error
while cards with dissimilar
art are rarely confused.

3 System Design
The experimental system consists of a Concentration task environment in which agents with
various memory configurations are tested.

3.1 Task Environment Structure
The task environment simulates the game of Concentration by keeping track of a 2D array of
cards and their statuses (presence in the game, flipped vs. not flipped, card face identity). At each
turn in the game, this information is provided to the agent for use in choosing the next card to
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flip. If a pair of matching cards are successively flipped face-up, they are marked as no longer
present (see Box 1).
Box 1: Concentration game task cycle
All card pairs are shuffled and begin face-down
•

Step 1 – one card is chosen to be flipped

•

Step 2 – a second card is chosen to be flipped

•

Step 3 – remove the pair if matching (reward = 1), otherwise reset the cards to face
down (reward = -1)

•

Repeat 1, 2, & 3 until finished

Objective: flip all matching pairs, clearing the cards and completing the game

Card faces are automatically generated from a list of feature sizes. For example, a list of
[2, 3] would specify that each card face would have one feature with two possible values and a
second feature with three possible values. Card faces are represented by concatenations of onehot vectors specifying the value for each feature (see Figure 2 for reference). Using the current
example, a face representation for a card with value 2 of feature 1 and value 3 of feature 2 would
be the concatenation of [0, 1] (value 2 of 2) and [1, 0, 0] (value 1 of 3), or [0, 1, 1, 0, 0].
Because all possible card faces are generated, the list of feature sizes defines how many
cards are in a game. In the example’s case, there would be 6 unique card faces (2 possible values
for feature 1 x 3 feature 2), leading to 12 cards total in the game (6 unique cards x 2 of each).

Figure 2: Card face representation structure
9

3.2 Agent Structure
The agent is composed of a reinforcement learning component to learn action policies, a sensory
component to translate observations into internal representations, and a memory component (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3: Agent architecture: At each turn, game state information is provided to the agent and
is translated into an internal representation by the sensory component. This representation is used
to recall a representation of a past instance by the memory component. The current and memory
representations are both provided to the reinforcement learning component for use in training
and selecting action choices (not pictured: environmental reward input to this component). A
memory of the current observation is also recorded at each turn.

3.3 Reinforcement Learning Component
The reinforcement learning component follows an actor-critic architecture and operates via
temporal difference learning algorithm (Sutton, 1988). Reward expectation and action activation
values are computed as linear combinations of input vector elements with reward expectation
and action selection arrays, respectively. Reward expectation and selected action weights are
tuned according to reward prediction error. Temporal difference-like learning in the brain is
purportedly performed through dopaminergic reward prediction error signaling in mesencephalic
brain structures (Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996).
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3.4 Sensory Component
The sensory component takes game state information from the environment and translates it into
an internal representation. The internal representation is structured as a single vector that is
formed by concatenating a binary vector of which cards are present, a binary vector of which
cards are flipped, and a binary vector representing the face of the most recently flipped card (see
section 3.1 for card face representation details). For example, after the first move in a 12-card
game the internal representation could look like the following: the concatenation of
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1] (all cards present), [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] (5th card flipped), and
[0,1,0,1,0,0] (example card face), or [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0]
(see Figure 4 for reference). This internal representation corresponds roughly to higher-level
feature representations in the brain that are computed from raw input by lower level sensory
processing.

Figure 4: Internal representation structure

3.5 Memory Component
At each turn, the sensory representation is stored in memory. Memories are stored in a table
indexed by the most recently flipped (currently represented) card at the time of storage. If the
same card is flipped more than once, the newer memory will overwrite the older one. Memories
are recalled based on the face of the currently represented card: the memory whose card face
representation portion most closely “matches” that of the internal representation (by greatest dot
product) is recalled. If no cards are currently flipped in the game, then a blank memory of all
zeros is returned. Additionally, a binary vector specifying which cards have been flipped in the
game so far (memory of what has been “seen”) is concatenated to the end of the memory
representation when recalled.
This component’s general design is informed by assumptions about human memory use
during the Concentration game task: that memories are recalled based on relevant card face
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information, that recall depends on the closeness of “match” between a current observation and
memory, and that a memory of which cards have been visited in the course of a game is retained.
The specifications of each memory component variant are described below.
3.5a Perfect Memory
In the perfect memory variant, memories are perfect copies of previous internal representations.
Perfect memorization (unattainable by humans, but common in computers) provides a baseline
for system performance. This baseline is used in comparison with performance under the
humanlike memory conditions.
3.5b Time-Decaying Memory
In the “time-decaying memory” component, memories decay with each passing turn. An
exponential form of time-decaying memory was chosen to follow the classic “forgetting curve”
(Ebbinghaus, 1885). A decay rate parameter is used to specify how quickly the decay occurs:
With each turn that passes, each bit in time-decaying memory is multiplied by the same decay
rate parameter, between 0 and 1 (0 producing instant forgetting and 1 producing perfect
memory). This leads to exponential decay of memories over time; for example, with a decay rate
parameter of 0.5, a bit of memory would start at 1.0, decay to 0.5 at the next turn, to 0.25 at the
following term, and so on. In this component and the ones below, memory no longer consists
only of ones and zeros – real values between zero and one are also possible.
3.5c Location-Blending Memory
In the “location-blending memory” component, the portion of a card’s memory representing
which card is flipped (its location) is subjected to Gaussian smoothing. This smoothing was
chosen to correspond to the human experience of spatial memory being on the order of region
rather than individual card. Location-blending memory is parameterized by a Gaussian width (σ).
3.5d Category-Blending Memory
In the “category-blending memory” component, each one-hot feature-value representation in the
portion of a card’s memory representing card face information is subjected to gaussian
smoothing. This smoothing was chosen to correspond to the human experience of similar cards
being sometimes confused in memory (“Was that card a 2 or a 3?”, “Did it have spades or
clubs?”, etc.). Category-blending memory is parameterized by a Gaussian width (σ).
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4 Experimental Results
Unless otherwise specified, all results come from games where 6 card pairs must be matched. As
such, there are 12 cards total in each game. In this configuration, each card face has 2 features –
one feature with 2 possible values and the other with 3 possible values.

4.1 Perfect Memory Condition
The perfect memory component learns gameplay policy that is significantly better (p < 0.001,
two-sample t-test; p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney rank test) than a random action policy (see Figure
5). It is interesting to note that in the Concentration game task, random action selection is still an
acceptable strategy in that it will lead to eventual game completion by uncovering card pairs at
chance. The perfect memory agent provides a baseline of (non-humanlike) perfect computer
memorization performance for comparison with agent performance under the other memory
conditions. We reasonably expected human performance to lie between the random and perfect
memory conditions.
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Figure 5: The agent performs well with access to perfect memory: The left plot depicts
performance while training; the right plot depicts performance while testing (during which the
learned policy is frozen). Each semi-transparent dot represents the number of moves taken to
complete an individual game. Lines represent moving averages of game-by-game performance
(blue for the perfect memory agent and black for a random choice policy agent).

4.2 Time-Decaying Memory Condition
Agent performance with the time-decaying memory component indicates that as memories decay
more quickly, the average number of moves needed to finish each game increases (see Figure 6).
To identify patterns behind this performance drop, we introduce a measure of unnecessary
mistakes. We define an unnecessary mistake as the following: when after flipping a first card, the
agent fails to select the correct matching card (“true match”), even though the agent has seen the
true match previously in the game (in this case, an optimal player would always be able to make
the correct choice). To investigate whether further-decayed memories increase the proportion of
unnecessary mistakes, we observe unnecessary mistakes with respect to time since the true
matches were last seen (Figure 7).
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In Figure 7, we see that the perfect memory agent makes more unnecessary errors when
true matches have been seen more recently, perhaps because it performs better overall, finishing
games more quickly and therefore making mistakes within a tighter interval of time. The timedecaying memory agent also tends to make more unnecessary errors when true matches have
been seen more recently, but the effect is much less marked than for the perfect memory agent.
Compared to the perfect memory agent however, the time-decaying memory agent makes a
higher proportion of unnecessary errors when true matches have been seen longer ago.

Figure 6: Time-decaying memory reduces agent performance: Moving averages of agent
performance during training and testing. Performance with perfect memory (blue) compared to
performance with time-decaying memory (faster decay rates plotted with colors increasingly
farther from blue) and to random action policy performance (black). The slowest decay rates
(0.95 and 0.9) yield perfect-memory-like performance while the fastest decay rate plotted (0.85)
yields worse than random policy performance.
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Figure 7: Time-decaying memory leads to more mistakes when a matching card has been
seen longer ago: Distribution of unnecessary errors by time since a card’s true match was last
seen for the perfect memory agent (left) and for the time-decaying memory agent with a decay
rate of 0.85 (right) during testing. The distribution for the time-decaying memory agent is flatter
and less left-heavy than that of the perfect memory agent, indicating that relative to the perfect
memory agent, the time-decaying memory agent makes more unnecessary errors when a card’s
true match has been seen longer ago. *These histograms depict unnecessary error frequencies up
until 25 turns since a card’s true match was last seen, after which errors for both agents are very
infrequent.

4.3 Location-Blending Memory Condition
Agent performance with location-blending memory indicates that lower resolutions of card
location memory lead to worse performance (see Figure 8). Unnecessary mistakes made by the
perfect memory agent tend to occur when wrongly chosen cards are closer rather than farther
from the true match. This is likely due to the fact that there are more closer card pairs than
farther card pairs (because the 12 cards are arranged in a row, there are 11 possible pairs that are
1 card apart, 10 that are 2 cards apart, and so on). Unnecessary mistakes made by the locationblending memory agent are overwhelmingly “near misses” – where the wrongly-chosen card is
adjacent to the true match (see Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Reduced-resolution location memory decreases agent performance: Moving
averages of agent performance during training and testing. Performance with perfect memory
(blue) compared to performance with location-blending memory (decreasing resolution location
memory plotted with colors increasingly farther from blue) and to random action policy
performance (black). Tight gaussian smoothing of card location memory (with a sigma of 0.5)
resulted in near perfect memory level performance while loose gaussian smoothing of card
location memory (with a sigma of 1.0) resulted in worse than random policy level performance.
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Figure 9: Reduced-resolution location memory leads agents to make more near-miss
mistakes: Distribution of unnecessary errors by distance between the wrongly chosen card and
the true match for the perfect memory agent (left) and for the location-blending memory agent
with a gaussian sigma of 1.0 (right) during testing. When the perfect memory agent makes
unnecessary errors, the wrongly chosen card tends to be closer rather than farther from the true
match (this could simply be due to the fact that there are more cards pairs with a shorter distance
to one another than there are card pairs that are farther apart). The location-blending memory
agent overwhelmingly makes unnecessary errors by choosing cards that are very close to the true
match (“near misses”).

4.4 Category-Blending Memory Condition
Agent performance with category-blending memory indicates that reductions in the resolution of
card face feature memory lead to worsened agent performance (see Figure 10). Unnecessary
error distributions by card face dissimilarity (between the wrongly chosen card and true match)
have a similar shape between perfect memory agent and a category-blending memory agent.
Card face dissimilarity was calculated as the Euclidean distance between vectors, where the
elements of a vector specify the values for each of a card face’s features (e.g. a card with value 2
for feature 1 and value 3 for feature two would be represented by the vector [2,3]).
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Because of the limited options for card face feature representations in this test (two
features: one with 2 possible values and the other with 3 possible values), only a few distinct
dissimilarity values were possible. This makes drawing meaning from unnecessary error counts
at different card face dissimilarities difficult (see Figure 11).

Figure 10: Card-face-feature-smoothing memory reduces agent performance: Moving
averages of agent performance during training and testing. Performance with perfect memory
(blue) compared to performance with category-blending memory (decreasing resolution feature
memory plotted with colors increasingly farther from blue) and to random action policy
performance (black). Tight gaussian smoothing of card face feature memory (with a sigma of
0.5) resulted in performance worse than with perfect memory but better than with a random
action policy. Performance with loose gaussian smoothing of card location memory (with a
sigma of 1.0) resulted in worse than random policy level performance.
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Figure 11: Limited set of card dissimilarity possibilities prevents informative analysis of
unnecessary errors by card face similarity: Distribution of unnecessary errors by feature space
distance (card face dissimilarity) between the wrongly chosen card and the true match for the
perfect memory agent (left) and for the category-blending memory agent with a gaussian sigma
of 1.0 (right) during testing. There is no striking difference between these two plots; they both
show that wrongly chosen cards have more similar card faces to true match cards more often
than they have less similar card faces to true match cards. Because the card faces in these tests
were represented by only two features (one with two possible values and the other with three
possible values), only a few dissimilarity values were possible (with more pairs with smaller
dissimilarities than pairs with higher dissimilarities).

4.5 Brief notes on analyses going forward
It is important to note that the analyses of unnecessary errors would be improved by normalizing
by “opportunities” for these errors. Due to the structure of the Concentration task, differently
performing agents will have greater or fewer opportunities to make unnecessary errors with
respect to the considered metrics (time since a match was last seen, distance, or dissimilarity).
For example, the perfect memory agent may have fewer opportunities to make unnecessary
errors when true matches were seen many turns ago. This is because it finishes games more
quickly on average, so instances where a card has not been seen for a while may be less frequent.
20

5 Discussion
In this study we identified three main human memory constraints at play in the game of
Concentration: time-decay, location-blending, and category-blending. These principles were
followed in designing memory systems for a simple reinforcement learning agent. From testing
this agent on the memory-intensive task Concentration and measuring the outcome behaviors, we
found that these principles themselves concord with a decent range of human behavior on this
task. Along with human-characteristic lower levels of game performance, the memoryconstrained agents exhibited more humanlike error patterns (making mistakes that align with
human similarity measures) as compared to agents with perfect computer memorization. The
time-decaying memory, compared to the perfect memory agent, made a higher proportion of
unnecessary errors when true matches had been seen longer ago. This finding is concordant with
aspects of human gameplay experience as previously identified, where it is more difficult to
remember and correctly match cards that have been seen longer ago. The location-blending
memory agent made unnecessary errors that were “near misses” an overwhelming proportion of
the time. This finding is consistent with aspects of human gameplay experience where memory
recalls only a general area where a matching card had been seen, necessitating the flipping of
cards in the vicinity until the correct match is found. The category-blending memory agent made
unnecessary errors that more frequently consisted of choosing card pairs with more similar card
faces. Interestingly, the perfect memory agent exhibited this same pattern. However, the few
possible distinct dissimilarity values makes interpreting this result difficult. A larger test with
more numerous dissimilarity possibilities might be expected to show unnecessary errors made by
a category-blending agent to consist heavily of near-misses in terms of card feature space,
similar to how humans make errors by flipping over pairs of cards with only partially-matching
faces. As such, these three memory constraints may constitute principles of why humans struggle
with simple yet memory-intensive tasks when computers can easily solve them.
We appreciate the fact that humans and their memory systems are vastly more complex
than the reinforcement learning agent and synthetic memory systems evaluated in this study. The
goal of this specific study was to evaluate a decision-making computer agent composed of highlevel computations purported to be carried out within the brain. Effort was made to keep this
project “as simple as possible, but not simpler” (to use the words of Albert Einstein). If the brain
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does in fact operate via these high-level computations, then we may infer that memory
representations similar to the ones explored in this study may explain our difficulty in
performing simple-yet memory-intensive tasks.
It is also interesting to note that reinforcement learning agents and humans differ in their
initial approach to this task: a human is told and understands the rules and objectives of the
Concentration game and decides on strategies to employ, while the reinforcement learning agent
in this experiment must learn an action policy through trial and error reward learning. However,
these differences are not a weakness of our results because we evaluate computer agent
performance after training has taken place. After learning, the agent has developed a policy on
which to rely that makes use of memory, comparable to the policy a human may develop through
thought instead of trial-and-error. With an appropriate policy in hand, it is the specific
characteristics of memory that affect performance, not the way that the policy was developed.
This project is a first step in research investigating principles of human task learning in
comparison with numerical statistical learning; many extensions exist. One experiment that
would follow closely from those described herein would be to test agent performance under
combinations of the identified memory constraints. When tested together these constraints could
lead to interesting and unexpected outcomes. It would be important to inspect the RL component
in future work, considering closely the details – should the component compute intermediate
representations, determine a confidence level for its recall, form recurrent pathways, etc.? As it
stands there are many task types where the system evaluated in this study would be expected to
fail, for example in tasks where action policies based on linear combinations of elements of
vector input to the RL component are not complex enough to support successful behavior. To
combat this, future agent iterations could incorporate additional principles of human learning
such as category learning. Another valuable avenue of future study would be to build more
biologically based lower-level models to investigate the neuronal underpinnings of this work. It
would also be advantageous to test and closely record the behavior of a larger sample of human
participants on an equivalent task, potentially as part of a brain-imaging study.
This study relates to the design of aids for humans during memory-intensive tasks. Our
results demonstrate how external memory aids may bring humans to practically “perfect
computer memorization” level, supporting our seemingly endless abilities and allowing us to go
22

about our lives while rarely being reminded of our profound memory limitations. With the
perfect memory recording and appropriate indexing for recall afforded to the perfect memory
agent, it can learn to perform at a very high level; similarly, a human would be able to perform
perfectly with scratch paper for recording and retrieving information. These ideas relate to the
design of human memory aids: the agent performs at a high level when memories are recorded in
perfect detail and when these perfect memories of instances are recalled precisely when they are
relevant. These principles should be followed when designing human memory aids – in other
words, detailed information should be recorded in a system that recalls it when relevant. We see
this in well-organized notes and in books with multiple indexes in addition to chapters, for
example.
This work is of broad relevance to questions of comparison between computer and
human memory capabilities. Following the objective of studying what computers do while
problem-solving in comparison to what humans do, we may investigate how humans actually
play other games like Chess and Go. This research is important if we want to build systems that
can solve problems like we can – systems that are intelligent like humans.
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